Business Travel Insurance

Coverage list on behalf of: Stichting NWO-I
Policy number / policy endorsement number 004 / 0042754228
Classification and amount to one person per trip unless mentioned otherwise.

Assistance:

 unexpectedly:

• Telecommunication expenses € 100.-
• Damages accommodation expenses € 500.-(only if the damages totals more than € 25.-)

Legal aid in relation to the person:

• in Europe amount of expenses
• Outside of Europe, for one event € 5,000.-

Medical expenses:

• Expenses outside of the Netherlands amount of expenses
• Expenses in the Netherlands € 1,000.-
• Dental expenses € 750.-

Accidents:

In Case of death (A) € 12,500.-
• Resulting from pursing underwater sports / winter sports € 12,500.-
• Resulting from riding on a motorcycle / scooter € 2,500.-

In case of permanent total disability (B) € 50,000.-
• Resulting from pursing underwater sports / winter sports € 50,000.-
• Resulting from riding on a motorcycle / scooter € 2,500.-

Luggage: total € 5,500.-
with a maximum payment for:

• Photo, sound/audio/ video equipment 50%
• Jewellery 10%
• Watches 10%
• (Sun) glasses of contact lenses 10%
• Removable car radio 10%
• (Car) telecommunication equipment 10%
• False teeth and dental plates 10%
• Gifts for business connections, only if in the luggage at the time of departure 10%
• Objects acquired during the trip 10%
• Purchase “emergency luggage” 20%
• Goods used for commercial purpose /samples 20%
• Computer equipment (software included) 50%
• Substitute computer rental 10%
• Reconstruction administrative computer data € 500.-
• Travelling documents amount of expenses

Cancellation (business trip max. per policy per year) € 10,000.-

Amsterdam, 20 March 2018
Europeesche Verzekeringen